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Summit issues
focus on unity
was the product of a joint effort
from the African American
Student Union, the Black
Student Union. Striving Black
Brothers and Sisters, the Black
Alliance of Scientists and
Engineers and the National
Black
of
Association
By Jeff Niese
Accountants.
Correspondent
Among the issues addressed
While rain and gray skies blanketed in the workshops were male and
the campus Saturday morning, inside female relationships, political
the San Jose State University Dining education and students who are
Commons things were upbeat and entering college.
"People have been prowarm.
Dancers from an Oakland -based grammed to individualism,"
dance group, Fua Dia Congo, played Carson said. He said this takes
drums and performed traditional away from the power of a group.
Times have changed at SJSU
dances from Central Africa, during the
first-ever African Unity Summit at and activism is not as strong as
it once was, said SJSU alumnus
SJSU.
^
With Africans coming from diverse William Taylor. Taylor, who gradregions and religions, the summit uated in 1976, said at that time
Robert Scrota/ Spartan Daily
focused on bringing people together to there was unity and people
worked together. But now people
combat common problems.
the
during
African
Unity
Summit
Saturday
performed
dance
ritual
group,
at
the
Dining Commons. The
African
Fua Dia Congo, an
"We want to bridge the gap between have become complacent.
-based dance group has been together for 20 years and performs funeral dances that celebrate life in death.
Oakland
"They feel like they have
Africans from the continent and from
America. We want to get rid of the already made it, and they
make &NU) available to them. If no said keynote speaker Gail Ortega to a organization that would help students
stereotypes," said Rahsaan Carson, haven’t as a people," Taylor said.
with their studies, as well as exchangone
is there to guide them then they crowd of about 150.
to
pass
need
students
SJSU
said
He
Student
Black
the
of
president
vice
ing text books and notes.
said.
Ortega
is
the
key,"
impor"Education
not
and
it’s
cares
one
no
think
help
and
learned
have
they
what
on
Union.
An impassioned Ortega told the
The an Jose activist said SISIT stutant," he said.
African others, Taylor said.
the
by
Sponsored
The black community is (-might up dents need to organize themselves to crowd if they do anything else they
"They need to get more involved and
Unification Committee, the summit
See Summit, page 3
in the lies and stereotypes reli ding it, help eto.h other. He recommended an

African Unification
Committee sponsors daylong event emphasizing
togetherness, community

’Keeper of the Harvest sows inspiration
By John Meyer
Staff Writer
Mary Golds Ross, the first woman
engineer at Lockheed Martin Missiles
and Space and great-great-granddaughter of a Cherokee Nation chief, was the
keynote speaker at the "Keeper of the
Harvest" luncheon Friday.
Ross addressed an audience of about
150 people at the Moffett Training and
Conference Center. The luncheon celebrated National Native American
Heritage Month.
Ross started her 45-minute speech by

"No Indian tribe in North America became more
dedicated to the land, which held their father’s
graves."
Mary Golda Ross
first woman engineer at Lockheed Martin
talking about the history of the
It covered early
Cherokee people.
Cherokee civilization in the southeastern part of America to when Europeans
colonized this sectioa of the country,
spreading disease to Cherokee people

who weren’t immune to disease and driving them out of their horn’ territory.
"No Indian tribe in North America
became more dedicated to the land,
which held their father’s graves. They
would strive mightily to retain it," Ross

said. ’Their lifestyle was simple and
comliirtable. It was not primitive."
Evonne Wilson, president of Eagle
Spirit at &NU, said it was great to hear
Ross’ interpretation of the Cherokee people and their origin.
Ross also discussed her life history
from growing up in Oklahoma where she
couldn’t find an engineering school or
classes to evolving into a successful
engineer at Lockheed Martin, where she
contributed in the making of aircraft,
missiles and satellites.
Reflecting on beginning work with

By Lois Jenkins
Staff Wnter
It takes a lot of nerve to get
up on stage in front of 400 people and dance around half
naked.
But that’s exactly what 10
young men from various San
Jose State University fraternities did Thursday night at
Alpha Omicron Pi’s Tenth
Annual Mr. Fraternity Contest
all in fun and all for a good
cause.
Alpha Omicron Pi, an SJSU
sorority with about 50 members, has been active at SJSU
for 10 years according to
Joanne Elek, the 1997 event
chair. The group raises thousands of dollars for the
Arthritis Research Foundation
each year and this year’s contest raised about $4,000 from
sponsorships, entry fees ($50
per contestant), T-shirt sales
and tickets to the event.
Each man entered in the
event was judged in three categories: swimwear, formal wear
and talent. The swimwear and
talent contests had the audience hooting and screaming

"When you agree
to represent your
fraternity in this
contest, you agree
to make a fool of
yourself."
Jeff Batuhan
A.S. President
with laughter.
The winner of Thursday’s
event was SJSU’s own A.S.
president and Sigma Chi member, Jeff Batuhan. Batuhan
started his swimwear skit with
a hula, complete with grass
skirt, coconut-shell bra and
flower leis. While his dancing to
Don Ho’s "Tiny Bubbles" was
funny, his next move was even
better.
With his back to the audience, Batuhan pulled off his
costume and stuck a toy rooster
into his bathing suit with its
head sticking out of his fly, then
faced forward and danced
madly around the stage. The
house went wild.
Batuhan said he’d been
thinking about the skit for a
while and wasn’t embarrassed.
"When you agree to repre-

sent your fraternity in this contest, you agree to make a fool of
yourself," he said He also said
as Mr. Fraternity he, would continue to help Alpha Omicrou
in their community services
throughout the year.
"We need to bring more
awareness to people about the
Arthritis Foundation," Batuhan
said.
The ability to have fun while
doing a good deed was cet tainly
exhibited by the guys 011 Stage.
Rigo Headley of Theta Chi performed as James Brown in his
Celebrity Hot Tub Party %searing a multi -colored bikini ;end
doing a sideway.: shuffle that
had the audience hopping
Headley said he’s it s%muner
so he was comfortably in a
Speedo.
"I was very happy and not
nervous once I got tip t here." he
said. Ileadley also imitated
Prince as he hp .ynched tic
"Purple. Melody- in a 1)111111ml
wig, a purple tux, tight black
pants and a ruffled shirt
KT ;lire/
I rin
Cosmo
"Seinfield" made all ;pipe enmice.
courtesy ta Ellitat Pelle of
Alpha Tau omega Peel’. (mild
have been Kranicr’s tWiii a Ith
the

Wild

hall

4.a.ht,,V,,,

that

meet in the neddle, hoiii i hop
sideburn, and the startled look
that math the andietol colt
Chippend.dels ha- nothing
See Mr Fral’ernity. page 3

Representatives
meet for dialogue in
recognition of Islamic
Awareness Week
By Shayda Fathi pour
Staff Wnter

See Harvest, page 3

Fraternities grin and ’bare’ it
II Contest raises
donations for Arthritis
Research Foundation;
Batuhan victorious

Interfaith
forum finds
similarities

Shay

Spar-fan 1)1,11,

Mr. Fraternity contestant Eric Mikel strips down to his "briefs’ on
Thursday night for the female fans who eagerly stuffed dollar bills in
his bikini The contest was put on by the "sisters" of Alpha Omicron
PI as a fundraiser for arthritis research.

Muslims,
Jews
and
Christians found out they have
more in common than they
might have thought at the
interfaith dialogue Thursday
during
Islamic Awareness
Week.
"We decided to call all three
to talk about the differences
and similarities," said Adil
Syrd, the Muslim Student
Association’s secretary.
Each group had a representative speak about their faith.
Kevin Crispm-Alfiera, from
Episcopal
Canterbury
Community Church, Aaron
Forkash of the Jewish Student
Union and Mohamad Rajabally
representing
the
Muslim
Student Association discussed
their similarities in God, prayer
and fasting.
"Islamic means to believe. in
one god," Rajahally said.
Just like Christians and
dews, (Tod has a message to
send to the people through
prophets, he said.
Crispin-Alfiera said prophets
of Hebrew and the prophets of
today bring the viord of God to
the people
All three speakers touched on
prayer and how much they need
it
"Prayer is important in the
Christian faith," Crispin-Altiera
said, "We’re called on to pray
three tunes a day Monks and
nuns pray eight times a day."
Forkash said Jews also pray
three. times a day -- morning,
tott and hight
an hour at a
Ii me
See Interfaith, page 6
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Avoid gaining weight from holiday foods; practice restraint, not dieting
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less. Taste the food
first. If you like it,
then have some. If
you don’t like. it, then
don’t have any. To
the majority, it may
sound logical, hut a
isn’t for some. There
are those who want
to try everything in
hefty portions. l’ou
INGRID
don’t need to. Small
and frequent portions are the
best way to eat.
When at a holiday party, try
substituting healthier foods tbr
fattening ones. Instead of butter

missed out. But if you practice
restrain while eating the food,
you’ll be satisfied. You’ll know
you had some of the fattening
foods, but not a lot.
It is hard to break away from
dieting, especially with numerous beautiful and physically fit
women and men gracing the
pages of the most popular magazines. It’s difficult to not want
to emulate them but it isn’t
necessary. I could encourage
everyone to love and take pride
in themselves, but I won’t.
Everyone’s heard the speech, so
I won’t go there. I’ll just say that

and sour cream with
the baked potato,
just choose one.
Besides, those who
diet would have
nothing on it anyway
so you’d be splurging, right? It nurtures your selfesteem while allowing yourself to
PEREZ
enjoy the party.
Besides, you’ll feel better
about yourself, physically and
mentally, if you eat healthier. If
you don’t eat any of the fattening foods, you’ll feel like you
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not one of those people
I’m
who expects TV to reflect
"real -life" at all times. I
understand that that’s not its
function.
But when television programs decide to tackle serious
issues such as alcoholism,
domestic violence and rape, I
expect them to be presented
responsibly. Often times they
aren’t.
Television producers have
turned rape into entertainment. Wanna see an actress
turn in an award -winning performance? Have someone rape
her and it’s almost guaranteed.
Officer Didi McCall on "Hunter" was raped
by a foreign diplomat and audiences saw
some of Stephanie Kramer’s best work. The
same can be said for Holly Robinson on "21
Jump Street." Robinson’s character, Officer
Judy Hoffs, took center stage after being
assaulted by a wealthy medical student while
working undercover.
When a school teacher attacks "In the Heat
of the Night’s" Althea Tibbs, she got to say
more than two words in an episode.
Of the three programs, "In the Heat of the
Night" does the best job of showing how rape
affects a vicitm’s life. The storyline continued,
as does a victim’s recovery. On "Hunter" and
"21 Jump Street," the rapes were rarely discussed beyond the episode in which the initial
assault took place.
Television has turned a serious problem
into a ratings booster. By doing so, its sending
out a message, to millions of male and female
viewers, that rape is not only acceptable, but
represents a positive turning point in
women’s lives.
If a television bad girl has gone good, it’s

qtr.a, Souate, San Jose, (...A 95192.0149
4.114 974 32140
E mail’ SDAILY.wiroc sisu.edu
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how do I detest thee, San Jose Repertory
nh,
.ITheatre? Let me count the ways.

Television glorifying rape unjust
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Ingrid Perez is a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer.

New repertory theatre
building unsightly; city
dollars fund eyesore

.\

.
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people will do whatever they
want. In the end, I revert to a
passage from an old rap, "the
choice is yours."
I suggest that everyone take
a break from diets. You’ll have
all of next year to worry about
your weight. Thanksgiving is
practice
to
chance
your
restraint, so test the waters. Eat
what you like and know your
limits. Just remember the
end of the year is approaching,
so go out with a bang.

usually because she’s been
raped. It’s an often-used ploy on
daytime soap operas. On "One
Life to Live," Marty Saybrooke
went from "Party Marty" to a
candy striping do-gooder after
being gang raped by three
drunk fraternity brothers. And
it’s an "All My Children"
writer’s favorite Erica Caine,
Liza Colby and Gloria Marsh
are all rape survivors.
Women aren’t the only focus.
As pointed out by Deborah D.
Rogers in the book "Gender,
Race and Class in Media"
another familiar soap plot "with
subtext that often goes unrecognized" concerns the "reformed rake."
In "Daze of Our Lives," Rogers talks about
how General Hospital’s Luke raped the character Laura and later married her. The two
are one of soap’s leading "super couples."
Luke is popular and charismatic, the fact that
he’s a rapist has been forgotten.
On "One Life to Live," Todd Manning is a
charismatic bad boy everyone loves to hate.
Even though he raped Marty Saybrook, he’s a
heartthrob to many viewers. Ironically, actor
Roger Howarth quit the show because of that
popularity. Howarth didn’t want to play a
"good" rapist. He is to be commended for his
integrity.
In the United States, a woman is raped
every minute. Sexual assault has a lasting
impact on a victim’s mental health. Watching
similar cases handled irresponsibly on television doesn’t help any.
Genoa Barrow is Executive Editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every
Monday.

Contrary to the media hoopla over how "wonderful" the building is, how
much "culture" the
Magic Box (as it has
been so aptly named)
will bring to Silicon
Valley, I feel that we
are overlooking the
obvious.
The building is ugly.
No, it’s hideously ugly.
Like the little boy CHRISTINE M. UAS
in the Emperor’s New
Clothes tale, I must confess what everyone else is
afraid to utter: What kind of drugs were the architects on when they created this monstrosity?
Yeah man, let’s spend $20 million on a huge, blue
aluminum siding-covered box and pitch it to the San
Jose Redevelopment Agency as art.
Let’s block off the sidewalk for several months,
forcing San Jose State University light rail users to
cut through the Al Alquist State Building instead.
Let’s add insult to injury and create a potential
parking nightmare by building a 524-seat theater,
excuse me "theatRE", and place it right in the middle of Downtown San Jose where there are already
serious parking problems.
Did I mention that the box costs $20 million?
As a joint venture between the private Rep
Company and the Redevelopment Agency, not only
was the theater a waste of money, but San Jose residents partly paid for this "waste."
Lately, San Jose has been notorious for producing
slip-shoddy architectural creations.
Look at the mango dome of the new Tech Center.
The stylish jail on Hedding Street. Those appallingly grotesque half circles embedded in the sidewalk of
the El Paseo San Antonio... the list goes on and on.
Where San Francisco touts its classical theaters
and galleries as culture, San Jose claims that blue
metal and concrete are just as pretty.
Artistic Director Timothy Near has been quoted
as calling the Rep contraction as a "Broadway theater with an intimate auditorium."
First of all, I don’t recall hearing much of about
the theatrical talent of San Jose, especially in the
same sentence as New York City’s talent. Maybe the
closest would be something like, "Damn, get me out
of San Jose theater and into New York City"
Secondly, I don’t see how a 500-something-seat
cement box can be described as "intimate."
Maybe Near’s just as deluded as the others who
think the Magic Box is the best thing since
Starbucks Frappuccinos.
The San Jose Rep is nothing less than UGLY.
Let’s admit it and get over whining about the recent
$60,000 tagging damage done to the building’s
facade.
Love rears up its ugly head.
ChrWtine M. Lias is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Surviving the day without lying difficult in today’s world
Night club and bar owners across
the country have gotten fed up
with the senseless violence that
occurs inside and outside of their businesses inimilliately idler close.
Much ()lila, blana. is being set upon
the consumption of alcohol and its
exaggerating eflects on people; sonic.
blame the music that’s played upon
parting. So they are trying something
new after last call.
Instead of blaring a couple of
favorite, upbeat songs to hid an
excitable farewell, the DJ now plays
two to three mellow songs. This new
attempt at thwarting violence is being
called "last call protect,"
Night club and bar owners say
there’s been a dramatic decrease in ER
influx and cop calls. Yeah right, and if
you believe that one then I’ve got a
bridge in Brooklyn to sell you,
entire story was just a

mt.

-

-

barefaced lie. A lie that ranks up there
with Jim Carrey’s "The check’s in the
mail."
Leonard Saxe says, "Most people
couldn’t get through a day without
shading the truth." Saxe is a psychology and research professor at the Heller
School at Brandeis University. He
says, "We’re taught as children that
lying is bad; but as we enter more complicated environments, society really
rewards us for lying and sometimes
punishes us for telling the truth."
Saxe thinks he’s got a solution to our
sophisticated subterfuge: lower the risk
of telling the truth.
"When the stakes of telling an
advantageous lie versus admitting an
unattractive. truth are. lower, more people go ahead and tell the truth," he
said.
Just a few years ago the council governing a small city in Florida passed an

ANSIMMEMLINI.11=1.1.1

ordinance on ethical behavior. It contained a provision that made lying illegal in their town. One of the council
members opposed the new law contending that his right to free speech
was violated by the law. The ordinance
has since been dissolved. Maybe lying
is too ambiguous a term to be legally
enforced.
However, if it were against the law,
who would be arrested? Louise
Woodward? Any one of the presidents?
Hussein? I wonder if lying was as
prevalent during the times of Moses
when he came down from the mountain with the ten commandments.
After thousands of years, has the
phrase "thou shalt not" suffered in the
translations? Maybe.
This guest (pinion asic tvntten by Shannan
Jahn, staffwriter fir the Dakota Student,
University ((North Dakota’s newspaper.
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Small claims court
gets public viewing
case between "Sue Shopper" and "Flora
Covering."
Manley let the two parties present their sides
In the Sunnyvale Municipal Courthouse, of a fake carpeting dispute and after about 10
about 40 people gathered to watch Santa Clara minutes he decided to take the case under
County and area mediators show off the inner- advisement, meaning he would look further into
workings of California’s small claims court in a the case.
After he closed the case he criticized the way
two-hour informational seminar with a mock
case thrown in.
the two parties handled it calling them "unpreThe "average person’s" court held an open pared."
house Thursday night in Sunnyvale to help peo"The judge was great," said Roni Zigar who
ple understand one of the lesser known, but traveled up from Gilroy to watch proceedings
because her mother may be
most used courts in California.
suing through the small claims
The first 45 minutes of the
court. "(The mock case) was
meeting Santa Clara County
believable and very natural."
advisor
Myrna
Cohen "The first thing
Manley then took questions
explained what small claims
you
need
is
to
sue
from the audience for about 20
court was and gave alternaminutes before he closed the
tives to the court system. One somebody with
of those alternatives was disseminar.
With a $15 filing fee anyone
cussed by Suzana Gal, the money. It does you
coordinator of Project Sentinel,
can file a civil case against
a free landlord -tenant media- no good to sue a
another person or company
tion service.
seeking up to $5,000 in small
retired
person
getclaims co.:rt. Once a case is
Mediation is a non-binding
filed, a court date is set within
way to get two opposing groups ting social securitogether to try to work out a
30 days.
compromise. A mediator, who ty because you’ll
"The first thing you need is
has no legal power, sits
to sue somebody with money,"
never see your
between the two parties and
Cohen said. "It does you no
tries to help them work out a money if you win." good to sue a retired person
deal.
getting social security because
you’ll never see your money if
"What we do is not adversarMyrna Cohen, you win."
ial (like small claims court),"
said Gal who claimed that Santa Clara County advisor
Most of the cases that go
Project Sentinel has a 95 perthrough small claims court are
cent success rate in resolving
property disputes, according to
Santa Clara County Small
disputes. "When we work
Claims Court Adviser Karen McClelland.
things out it becomes a win-win situation."
Carl Schmidt, a teacher at Cupertino’s Monta
Small claims court encourages people with
disputes to try to work them out before they get Vista High School, let his students attend the
to court by using mediation or letters. Even mock court in place of an assignment. Six stuwhen the case is called before the court, the dents showed up from Schmidt’s business law
judge makes both parties go outside of the court class.
"Anything outside of tl.o classroom is helproom and try to work out a deal.
Only after all those steps are taken, the ful," Schmidt said. "They are studying contracts
plaintiff and the defendant get on average less right now and that is an issue in many small
claim court cases."
than 10 minutes to argue their sides.
There are four different courts in Santa
As Soon as the question and answer period
was over with the advisors, Judge Stephen Clara County where small claims cases are
Manley sat behind the bench and called a mock heard.
By Anthony Perez
Staff Writer

Shay O’Reilly/Spartan Daily

In his official capacity Fletcher McColby, 5, leads his sister Brittany, right, up to the stage for the

regalia demonstration. The dresses and jewelry worn by women are handed down from mother to
daughter. They are made up of several different materials, including leather, shells and the bark of certain
trees.

Harvest: Role model inspires
Continued from page 1
Lockheed as a consulting mathematician in 1942, Ross said, "I
stepped over the threshold into
a world that was completely
new and one in whie41 I would
function for the next 31 years.
"Looking hack, I sometimes
wonder if it didn’t happen to
me, how, without an engineering degree and no previous
experience, I was able to adapt
anti burst into a fascinating
career?" Ross said. "The answer
is that I started with a very
firm foundation. 1 had sonic of
those qualities that were handed down with my harvest from
my ancestors, the Cherokee,
because I had a great deal of
curiosity and interest, willingness to study and learn to try
out new ideas, and, most of all,
to work."
For these reasons, Ross is a
motivating force for sonic
Native Americans.
"She’s very inspiring because
she was the first woman engineer at Lockheed," Wilson saki.
"The fact that she’s native just

"She’s a part of
history. She went
through all those
changes in the
U.S., and she
never lost her
culture. She
proves it by being
active in the
community now."
Greg Sowers,
SJSU president of
American Indian Science
and Engineer Society
sits on top of it all."
Greg Sowers, president of
American Indian Science and
Engineer Society at &1St), said
Ross paved the way for inte-

grating science and culture.
"She’s a part of history. She
went through all those changes
in the U.S., and she never lost
her culture," Sowers said. "She
proves it by being active in the
community now."
The "Keeper of the Harvest"
luncheon also featured a Native
American regalia demonstration that had young women and
children wearing ceremonial
clothing from tribes such as the
Yurok, Ilupa and Karek. The
dress consisted of various
Native American items of
regalia such as caps made of
hazel sticks, necklaces made of
beads and dentalium shells and
dresses decorated with abalone
and clam shells.
"After seeing beautiful young
people here today and realizing
through the wonderful encouragement we’ve given our Indian
youth of today to get an education, to make their mark in the
world, to make something of
themselves. I ;1171 convinced that
our harvest will continue. to
grow," Ro,.: said

Summit: Unification at SJSU
Continued from page 1
form a community. A community, he. said, that people can
rely on for help in emergencies.
"We have to do it if Ix e expect
to survive. to the year 2000 and
beyond," Ortega said.
Ortega said the infrastructure. for support in California
has been pulled back, afrecting
people of color.
Minorities and blacks have.
been sitting on the success and
hard work of earlier generations, Ortega said. "We will see
our children sentenced to a life
of misery if we do nothing about
it right now
Ortega said California is
behind every other state in
America in regards to organizing and forming community
activism.
Giving examples of past
struggles, Ortega said it is not
necessary for people to raise
Must

their voices to m:1!..e a dullercore, but they can be. quiet and
organize to make change.
"You got to get back to finding out who you are and asking
where you belong," Ortega said.
David Muhammad, San Jose
Nation of Islam representative,
said people were very receptive
to Ortega. "it will be good to see
what happens. Unity is based
upini work."
Along with working toward
Li nity at SJSU some people
were tying to address unity
among other universities. Kali
Williams from the Black
Student Union at University of
01111410a. Davis, said he’d like
to see more work done between
all the groups.
"I %mild like to see a narrow defined social program addressing the financial issues,"
Williams said. Because of the
passage. of Prop. 209, Williams

said it is guitgz III
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is looking for enthusiastic instructors
to teach a unique "hands on" science
enrichment program.
We offer flexible afternoon scheduling
compatible with your college course load.
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ONLY
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ATTENTION FUTURE TEACHERS

A Taste of Thailand
1
Lunch Specials $4.95
e

Bikini & Topless

SCIENCE ADVENTURES

[4081988-3351

to -(04 ;at:
THREE STAGES !

$3.000. Stipend and Expenses
Paid. Bonus for Chinese and
.Iapanese Donors.

ere

CENTURY GRAPHICS

faxI4081488 0758
2302 CALLE DEL MUNDO

Women Ages 21-29,

Please Call WWFC
800-314-9996

fi

were: Russell Smith of Delta
Upsilon, Steven Goltiao of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, Joshua Farlow
of Kappa Sigma, Rodney Ramos
of Beta Theta Pi, Spencer Toy of
Sigma Nu and Eric Burke of Phi
Delta Theta.

1

Healthy, Responsible,
All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Life!
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give them a thrill
All the young men who
entered the contest performed
with an attitude of friendly
competition and self-mockery
that pleased the audience. The
other men who represented
their fraternities amid cheers
and chants from their brothers

OVUM DONORS
NEEDED

Gaill valuable classroom experience
while educating children about the
exciting world of science.

L matertard
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Ea for ono color print on
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on Eric "Brown Sugar" Mike! of
Sigma Pi who danced to rock
and roll in a gold lame bikini
and a black Lone Ranger mask.
Alpha Omicron Pi ladies in the
-kit stolliqi dollar bills into his
ivaust band and then Mikel
inmped onto the judges’ table to

h;trder to,

a lot of students to attend a I ’C
"We need to look at this from
a community aspect in terms of
finding a solution." he said.
Along with Williams there
were many students frani area
high schools present at the
summit
Ronnie Will 1;1111,4 ti(IM
African Unification Committee
said they want to build im this
summit and tank’ V.. It 11 other
African groups on campus.
"People will know that we :111
here to support them. and v,e
want to make a (id:engirt.-
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Mr. Fraternity: Batuhan wins
Continued from page 1
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Spartans el’ Hawai’i Rainbows to rest
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Robert Serna/ Spartan Daily
’,1St/ special teams players Floyd Johnson (11), K.J Agu (7) and Gion Solari (43) converge on Rainbows kickoff returner Eleu Kane (28).
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"When you catch the ball, you
run in the opposite way of
II erybody else coming. They
ceuldn’t stop."
Newell said he was suffering
from flu -like symptoms before
the game. hut that didn’t pre-

vent him from making Hawai’i
suffer in the first half. O’Dell’s
first pass was caught by Newell
on a post pattern for a 70-yard
gain. It led to an O’Dell touchdown dive early in the first
quarter.
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Although
the
Spartans
the
with
remained
even
Bulldog, thriaighout the final
game and fiaight off one match
point. Fresno State left the
srirnms in the dog house and
returned home with a 15-13 win
iii v;init lour.
"We played Iii ii toe with a
really wind tea m.7 Choate said.
"I think we matched t hem."
Ile Simrtans loss,
In light of
Choate commented on how his
!I, improve in
its
t(1:1n1
TIPIdS
rail if confidence while on the
reurt
"Voi’re not quite convinced
tlict ss p Can V1 in yet, " Choate
said "There are no confidence
drills. so it is a real hard thing
ii,w.iirk on."
Kris contributions fir the
Socrt :iris Carrie from both the
bttwit and the starting line-up.
wiiriir outside hitter Holly
Fraily led the team with 20
kills and 19 digs on the night,
hiletunior An is Doyle finished
it Ii 15 digs arid sophomore
Ken Yamc finished with M.
"Wc grit some great play off’
the bench tonight from ’Yam)
and Drix le that rid Iv helped us
out.- Choate said
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"We’re not quite
convinced that we
can win yet. There
are no confidence
drills, so it is a
real hard thing to
work on."
Craig Choate,
SJSU volleyball coach

Michelle Sarkees. "We wanted
to play good because we lost to
them the last time we played
and we wanted a little revenge."
Although SJSU left the
match without the victory, the
Spartans are positive about
their performance and are looking forward to the WAC tournament.
"I think we did good tonight,"
Sarkees said. "It is real uplifting going into the WA(: tournament playing like this."
Sarkees’ coach agrees.
"If we play like this in the
WAC tournament, I’ll he real
happy," Choate said.

WO
BITE OUT

That would not be the last
time the post would hurt the
Rainbows. Newell and O’Dell
hooked up on the same route for
a 21 -yard touchdown pass less
than three minutes into the second quarter.

Wide receiver Gabe Payne
and O’Dell connected on a 13yard post-like slant pattern a
few minutes later for a touchdown.
"It was in the script," Newell
said. "That’s something we’ve
been working on all year. It just
hadn’t worked before."
Newell ended the first-half
scoring when he caught a
screen and completely crossed
the field for 33-yard touchdown
with 4:07 remaining in the half.
Hawai’i did its best to maintain its 20-game road losing
streak. The Rainbows’ quarterback tandem of Josh Skinner
and Tim Carey threw for six
interceptions. Hawai’i was also
called for 14 penalties, nine of
which were false starts.
The only SJSU turnover of
the day was on one of conerback
Omarr Smith’s four receptions.
On his second of three interception returns, Smith was hit and
fumbled the ball away. It didn’t
matter because Carey’s next
pass was intercepted in the endzone by safety K.J. Agu, who
had two picks of his own.
Smith also got into the
offense with a 13-yard reception
in the fourth quarter.
Emotions before the game
were high because of the
seniors. A teary-eyed Coughran
spoke at the team meeting on
Friday night and put the game
into perspective for his teammates.
"We all dream of being athletes," Coughran told his fellow
Spartans. "I told them that after
these next two games, I’m just
going to be a regular guy."

Soccer team tests SMU
in 2-1 overtime defeat
By Kevin W. Hecteman
Staff Writer
The SJSU men’s soccer
team didn’t lose its collective
shirt in Las Vegas but losing the WM’, Tournament
semifinal game to Southern
Methodist University 2-1 in
double overtime hurt just as
bad.
"We came just this close to
beating the No. 3 team in the
nation," Sail coach Gary St.
Clair said. "We had a number
of SMU fans tell us that
nobody has taken the game to
SMU like that all year."
SMU wasted little time getting on the board, with Daniel
Hernandez scoring in the seventh minute off a free kick.
The score remained 1-0 until
Spartan Jorge Martinez tied it
up in the 69th minute with an
assist from Brandon Snyder.
In
104th minute, the
Mustangs’ Omar Elminoufi
scored what proved to be the
game-winner off a rebound
from a corner kick.
"My players gave everything they had," St. Clair said.
"I was very proud of them, and
they were proud of themselves."

NOTES: Jorge Martinez
was named WAC Men’s Soccer
Player of the Week after helping the Spartans to crucial
overtime wins over New
Mexico
and
Air
Force.
Martinez scored two goals in
SJSU’s 4-3 victory over New
Mexico and the game winner
against Air Force. He was also
named WAC Co-Freshman of
the Year...SJSU junior defender Todd Duncan was named to
the All-WAC’s first team
defense. Junior midfielder
Brandon Snyder was named to
the
All-WAC
second
team...SMU met Tulsa Sunday
for the WAC championship.
Tulsa, like SMU, needed double overtime to win its semifinal match 2-1 over Fresno
State...During the regular season, SJSU lost to SMU 3-2 in
overtime at Spartan Stadium
on Oct. 19.. The Spartans will
lose only two seniors from this
year’s team
goalkeepers
Brandon Main and Eddie
Padilla. Everyone else is
expected to return in 1998.
Also expected to return is
Aman Kebreab, who suffered a
groin injury early in the season and was redshirted.

PowerTools

of High Prices with
Everyday Low Prices
Liquitex Acrylics at 20% Off
Golden Acrylics & Golden Mediums at 30% Off
Winsor & Newton Watercolors at 20% Off
Strathmore Pads at 20% Off
Arches Papers - 40% Off by the Sheet
- 50% Off by the Quire
Cosmos Brushes at 30A, Off
Stretched Canvas - 20% Off Each
- 30% Off for 6 same size
- 40% Off for 12 same size
THESE PRICES AND MANY MORE EVERYDAY AT

UNIVERSITY ART CENTER
SAN JOSE 456 MERIDIAN AVE 14081 297 410/
PALO ALTO
SAN FRANCISCO
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Build Your Future With An MBA

To control your

world, you must possess the right tools
to Destination MBA Saturday, November 22 and talk to
representatives of national and local MBA programs
Meet MBA students and graduates who will share with you
valuable information on admissions requirements, available financial
aid and emerging opportunities for degree holders
If you area talented Native, Hispanic or African American,
we encourage you to attend this seminar for information and
networking One place, one time Free Pre registration not
required It’s the power move’
Come
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PUBLIC RELATIONS- Brand new
mikes no claim kir palm-tsar San Jose office, needs outgoing
services artarlthed below nor Is teamaiented people. Your experienoe
there sewermaw Implied. The & our training program provide an
cifiesified columns of the Spartan alternative to the usual dead-end
Delly carried of paid adverteifig jobs. Call for appt 408/267-498B.
widened. are not approved or
verified by the newspeper.
VALET PARKING - Local company
looking for people. Flexible
schedule. PT/FT. Earn $8.00 to
$15.00 per hour 867 7275.

EMPLOYMENT

SAMS
Tired of the same old thing?
Looking for an exciting and new
challenge? The San Jose SaberCats
have the job for ’you!! The SaberCats
are looking for individuals to join
our outside sales team. If you are
interested in a chance to join a
team that is on the rise, allows you
the freedom to develop a protected
territory, and gives you a chance
to learn sports marketing with a
growing team, in a growing sport,
then give us a call now! Our outside sales reps are motivated,
energetic and willing to work hard
to succeed. Interested? FAX your
resume to 408-573-5588 then
call 408-5735577 to schedule an
interviewwiththe Director of Sales.
LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL
WAIT STAFF for San Jose based
Catering Company for busy
Christmas Season. Call George at
CATERED TOO, 295-1563 or Fax
resume 295-1665.
LOCAL FIRM SEEKS Mech or Elec
engineering student part-time to
assist with various prolects. Must be
computer !Aerate. Call 2/3215CO.

DRIVERS FOR FOOD DELIVERY
Needed ASAP
Top Pay + Great Tips!
FT/PT flexible schedule
Own car. 415/908.3403.
SEEKING WAITRESS/WAITER for
busy Asian restaurant on Blossom
Hill Rd. near Los Gatos Good
hourly wage, excellent tips.
flexible hours. Pleasant. friendly
manner expected. Experience with
Southeast Asian cuisine helpful.
Please call 3582525.
RETAIL SALES
BARISTAS
Camden Park
Los Gatos
El F’useo
Willow Glen
& Los Altos
We are currently ir terviewing
for full and part time retail sales &
banstas. Competitive pay, on/off
site training, medical. dental.
domestic partner t:overage. 401(k).
paid vacation & sick time, discounts,
and promotional opportunities.
Apply at 2035 Camden Ave in
San Jose, 7981 Blossom Hifi Rd in
Los Gatos. 1330 F! Pie.ep ue
Saratoga in San Jose. or 367 State
St in Los Altos. We encourage
applications from people of all ages,
races and ethric. backgrounds
PUTS
COFFEE N TEA
hugt ne hf-i- I ETS15
jobselpeets.com

FRUITS 8 PASSION is a specialty
boutique which offers a line of high
quarty *style proacts fa bay care,
home ambiance and the gourmet.
We are seeking qualified indrviduals
to fill our sales manager and sales
associate positons fa our new store
in Valley Fait. Permanent & seaschal,
FT & PT available. Please contact SPRING JOBS! The Rificelion Rates
Asi8Armstrtng@296.1717b apply. is now hiring bright, dynamic people
to teach SAT preparation courses.
TEMPORARY EMPLOYMENT
Part time. Starting pay $1E hourly.
DOUBLETREE HOTEL
Cali after 3pr. 1 16)0-i REVIEW.
Valet parking attendants needed
(lots of running!) starting 12/01/97. PART.T1ME. HR ADMIN $14.00
AM and PM shifts. Must be well $16.00. HR fu i,talf of 26
groomed, friendly, and have a Generalist. Flex r , .rs mornings/
clean DMV. Minimum wage + afternoons. 20 ri
a week.
good tips. Contact DoubleTree Contact Susan (408 e53-1515 Hotel, 2050 Gateway Place, San Phone or (408)653; -15F Fax
Jose. 408/437-2117. DoubleTree
Hotel is an EOE/AA employer.
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
servers
P/T sated Sir di’.
11:00am 3.00pei Man. Fr,.
OPPORTUNITY TO EARN $4725
Energetic & Friendiy. Apply at
Educaton Award througp Amencaps
86 South First/ San Fernando.
at the San Jose Conservation
Corps. Seeking self motivated
individuals to work with at risk ’ SPORTS MINDED San Jose Health
youth for year-long positions high & Fitness Company. needs team
school diploma required & abiiity plksers to neip with expansion if }CU
to get Class B license $6.25 hourly lke workieg wit’ poop, ,r icier
La Lail
plus benefits. Fun Part Time. Can atmospriere. ,1,0k no
for apph 4011. 21,74ii11ksi
Joe 408/2837164 [OE.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales, Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Call 408/9424866
or fax to 408/9424260
Electronix Staffing Services, EOE
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exrt Landess Ave.
turn left at Clear Lake Ave.
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Elem. school age recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M F
during the school year. Sortie P/T
morning positions available from
approx. 7am-11am. FIT during
summer camp. Xlnt salary, no
ECE req. Los Gatos Saratoga
Recreation. Call ltret al 354-8700
x223. (Not available school year?
Call for summer employment
lifeguards & camp leaders).

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part tin ,e, flexibie Hours.
$50 Hiring Bonus!
Great for Students’
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Seim John St San Jose.
PART-TIME JR. ADMIN - $13.00
Afternoons General Clerical. Basic
knowledge WordExcel-Powerpoint.
Contact Susan (408; 6531515
Phone or (408)6531855 Fax.
ECE STUDENTS & DEC. GRADS:
Join the teachieg, tear; at our
corporate sponsored work site
child care center at Good StifIl
HOSPItail Great benefits & tuition
assistance FT & PT positions
available EEL units & experience
required NAEYC accredited FAX
resume to 408559 2619 or call
408559.2453

BDIAVIORAL THERAPIST to work
69 hrs weekly in Los Gatos
based behavioral intervention
program. Backgournd in Speech,
Psychology, Special Ed or OT
desired. Experience preferred.
$10.$15 per hour. Cali Kevin
(415) 827 9310 or Shari i 4081
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK 294 2712.
the graveyard shift at 4th &
Santa Clara Chevron. Applicants
interested please call 295-3964.
Ask for Ofie.
MOVIE THEATRE
Now hinng for all positions.
Flexible hours Opportunity for
Advancement. Apply at:
AMC Saratoga 14, 700 El Paseo
de Saratoga, San Jose 95130.
871-2277

SECURITY OFFICERS
$7.00 to $11 00/hour
All Shifts Available!
Borg-Warner Protective Services.
the World’s leading provider
Of contract security services
(NYSE/Fortune 1000). currently has
F/T & P/T Security/Flex Officer
(including DOD accounts). Recep
tionist and Administrative Assistant openings throughout the
greater Bay Area. In addition to
paid uniforms & training, we’ll
also provide you with medical.
dental & vision options, attractive
vacation, bonus & incentive plans,
401(k), and excellent promotional
opportunities. You may apply by
phone 24 hrs/day by calling Si:
(8001 385-9419. SF: (800) 360.
HIRE or Oakland: (800) 731 -HIRE.
For more information, stop by or
call one of our hiring centers in:
SAN JOSE
591 W. Hamilton, #140
(408) 341 3750
SAN MATEO
4W. 4th Ave. #203
(6501344 7116
*OAKLAND
675 Hegenberger Rd. #100
(51015634000
SAN FRANCISCO
562 Mission St. 0303
(41512782090
Drug Free Workplace
EOE/M/F/D/V
PP0.8760
$1100 WEEKLY potential mailrg
our CRUM. No Egerionce Reg Free
rearnabonpathel Cal 4107838272.
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WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY,
Peeled Job fors Morning Perla&
Start Spring Semester 1998.
*GOOD PAYGREAT HOURS
Work 7am to 9am on school days
delivering The Spartan Daily to
stands on campus and recycling
any papers from the previous day.
MUST BE: .Dependable *Energetic
*Able to lift bundles of newspapers.
CA License & clean DMV printout
required. Apply at The Spartan
Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall, Room
203, NOW through Dec. 5th.

P/T WORK FOR SJSU TRIDENTS
Flexible hours after schod
Internships and coops
possible for all majors
100 corporate scholarships
awarded annually

JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
Work as receptionist,
Admin. Assist, Ship/Rec.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
Certified Personnel. 7491570.

DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car +
students provided. Most work avail.
after school & %Winds. Requires H.S.
grad. clean DMV. Good health &
cornmalicabai skis. 408/971-7557

UP TO $12.50 TO START
No experience necessary
- training provided
*Apply at our HQ in San Jose
CALL 979.9700 FOR INFORMATION

COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked! Le Boulang**, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Managers 55-512 hourly, no aspenence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose.
Apply at any location or 305 N.
Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call:
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8 school 4313-774-9000 cr Fac 403523-9810
seeks responsible individuals for
extended daycare. P/T in the VALET PARKING P/T nights &
afternoon. No ECE units are weekends for special events in
required. Previous experience with Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
children preferred. Please contact Polite, well groomed & professional
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
attitude oniy. 19 years+, 56-58
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
LONG TERM PART-TIME ADMIN. 1-800825-3871.
516.00-518.00. Phones, calendaring, travel. expenses MS BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
office 5 years exp. Mac Contact Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Sasan (40816531515. Phone or Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
(408)6531855- Fax.
Call today 1.415-968-9933.
PART-TIME ASSISTANT needed International Bartenders School.
for ’stir. office Advance OU ckly.
(.all CITILINK PAGING 8 CELLULAR
seeks full, part time saies
person, data entry, customer
FOOD SERVICE *ESPRESSO BAR service & electronic technicians.
*HOSTING FT & PT positions avail
Call 408-4537243 or
in a busy family styie restaurant.
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
All shifts available, flex hours.
58-$8.50/hr to start. 7339446, PAY FOR YOUR EDUCATION!
Young telecommunications co.
ask for Julia Or Wendy.
seeking self-starters P/T; Call:
TEACHERS high quality, licensed 888/485-2158. Leave name.
drop-, childcare centers for 2 12 phone no., time to call you back;
day preferred for interview.
year ads.
Flex PT/FT positions
WORK AT HOME
Days. Eve. Weekends
WE NEED HELP
Min 6 ECE required
TeriM environment
#1 Health & Nutrition Company
benefits available
Looking for help with local. National,
& International EXPANSION.
Cali Corp Office 2607929
Founded in 1980
Shares Publey Traded on NASCAC
PRESCHOOL TEACHER NEEDED
Close to campus.
50 States& 36 foreign countries
Mornings, Afternoons or Full-time
Sales of $1.2 Billion by ALM
No minimum sales quotas
$7/hr. arid up 2 F, year olds.
High quality center.
No territorial restrictions
571N 3rd St.
Part-Tme 5500-$.1500
Full -Time $1500 to $5000
la:Jen2W-1533
Work trom Home Apt or Dorm
FULL TRAINING
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
PTIi-" entary Schools.
No experience necessary
*Quality for paid vacations
Degree or Credential NOT Required.
CALL NOW (408) 345-7000
Opportunity fa Teachrg Expene nce.
Need Car.
Voce Mail. (408 i 287 4170 sat 408
$1.000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for $2 each
EOE/AAE
plus bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800+ weekly. guaranteed!
COPY OPERATOR Higb Speed 8
Fre supplies. For details,
Color. Some Bindery work Exper
send one stamp to: N-28.
once preferred, but win train. Full
12021 Wilshire BI., Suite 552,
or part-time evenings. Must be
reliable, orgainzed, detal: orientLos Angeles, CA 90025.
ed. enjoy fast paced environment
STUDENTS NEEDED
& have Team Player Attitpk, Fax
resume to: 408/277 0706 or
Earn while you Learn Program.
apply in person at AnzaGraphix
Have all your expenses paid,
2N. Market St ;downtown San Jose)
while you go to school.
Pay your tuition with CASH.
408/277 0700.
Graduate with 6-figure income.
Call recording (40812716993.
SECURITY
Full and Part Time Positions
PT/FT. We
Swings
and
TELEMARKETING
Weekends
Graves.
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Low key job sites
Wean
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am.9prn. Downtown
Abcorn Private Security
near *hired -4 blocks from SJSU.
408-247-4827
Hourly 5$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494,0200.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Worrier ages 21-29, healthy.
responsible, all nationalities.
S EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $600/month!
Give the gift of life!
Become a Sperm Donor.
$3.000 stipend & expenses paid.
Heaithy
males. 19-40 years old.
Bence for Cheese & it*IrrleSC COWS.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
PLEASE CALL WWFC
Contact California Cryobank
800-314-9996
1650-324 1900, MT, 84:30.

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
aides for their school age day
care programs in the San Jose
area. AM and PM hours available.
Get great experience working
with children! Units in Psych, Soc.
ECE, Rec or ED required. Call
408.379-3200 eat 21.

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS & AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
now hiring for school-age child
care centers in San Jose, Cupertino,
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas.
Full &part-time positions available.
hours flexible around school. Fun
staff teams, great experience
in working with elementary age
children, career advancement and
good training opportunities.
Teachers require minimum 6 units
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology,
Sociology andAz Physical Education.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408291-8894 for more information
and locations.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Call at apcy in person, Mai- Sun 7-7.
403-286-5880. 5550 MenianAse.
Between San Carlos aid Paignocr,
behrci Ire Cad and Party Stcre, SJ.
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT- Learn about
national/Intl Cruise Lines and
LanciTcur companies. Watt Traati
(Hawaii, Marco, Cartteal). Exceli
lent benefits + bonuses! We can
help you make the connection.
517-336-0574 Ext. C60411.

OPPORTUNITIES
GET PAID BIG SSS through your
mailbox! Easy to do. Even for
Teens! Do it now! Free info send
SASE to HBB Press. 1105 Audrey
Ave. Campbell, CA 95008.
httpc//www2.netcom.com/spskirn/
hbb.html.
OWN A COMPJTER7
Then put it to work!
585043500+, PT/FT
Free details, www.hbn.com
Access code 5047.

CAMPUS CLUBS
SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th 16th. SJSU Skl
Snowboard Club. Includes flight,
bus, 4 day lift ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
E-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
or ufs12282@emailsisu.edu

SERVICES

TUTORING

SHARED HOUSING

FOR RENT

2 BORK APARTMENT- (1900/MO. SNARE 2 BORM/2BA APT. SJSU
area. Avail now. Must work. 1
Security type building
child ok. $450/mo, neg. $250
Secure Parking
dep. 5384544 V msg for cal back
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
EVERCIREBI ROOMS to rent 5400.
$600+-dep. Usl rd. No smoke, cth.
IN-HOME COMPUTER TUTORING Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Install,
DOS,
(408)
295-6893.
at pets. Avail.12/1. 274.9591.
Upgrade, Consulting,
Windows, Win 95, Win NT, Office,
Word, Internet, Netscape, Int Exp.
Game on our Computers or Surf
HEALTH & BEAUTY
INSURANCE
the Web "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
832 Malone in Willow Glen. Avail. LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE DON’T WEIG/M Lose 10 to 100
9am-11pm. 7 days a week. Call *Low Down / Monthly Payments
No drugs. 100%. safe. Dr. approved.
Roy: 292.3167, Store: 267-6227, No Driver Refused
10% DISCOUNT to all STUDENTS.
Cancelled or Rejected
Great study energy. 408.245-2310
*Suspended
CENTER
Dui
License
TUTORIAL
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
*Accidents *Tickets
Math: Algebra Geometry
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Irnmediate SR Filings
Statistics Tng Calculus
Good Driver Discount
Physics: Mechanics . Electric
Seecialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
Computer: Wrclows -1Asual easic-C Non/Owner Operator
Bam 8prn Monday - Saturday
335 S Baywood Ave San Jose,
English: ESL TOEFL
247-7486.
*(408) 241-5400
Spanish: Hablar - Leer Escribir
’Free Ptione Quotes
Call: Mike 408,298-7576
*Call Us Now
MEN 8 WOMEN
Email: mvera18288eaol.com
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL,
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permaAUTO INSURANCE
INSTRUCTION
nenty remove your unwanted hair.
Campus Insurance Service
Back Chest - Lip Bikini Chin.
Special Student Programs
POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Serving SJSU for 20 years
30 Years Teaching Experience
receive 15’X. disLount Erst &mt.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
Russian Trained Concert Pianists "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 1/2 price rf made Wore
Hair Today Gone To- ,,row (21 E.
Professors of Piano
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
National Teachers Guild Assn.
"Good Student "Family Multrcar" Campbel A,u #17. l’a^ Men.
(408) 379-3500
CALL TODAY 296-5270
National Suzuki Assn.
FREE QUOTE
INDIVIDUAL PIANO LESSONS
Starting 1120/hr.
ABORTIONS BY GYNECOLOGIST
NO HASSLE
Call 408.241-6662
NO OBUGATION
and supportive, concerned staff.
in Santa Clara fay,
Private practice, not a clinic.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Modern office with Ultra-Sound.
FIRST FREE LESSON-INTERVIEW.
Asleep or awake, no extra fee.
Most affordable fee in Calif.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
AUTO SERVICES
accepting students who wish to
(408) 254-9000 or (8C)) 9322678
WADES DYNAMIC
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
AUTO BODY REPAIR
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn Specializing in minor & mid-size
any style: Jazz. Blues Rock,
damage 24 hour service
Free pr a up .Free de very
Ft ,ion,
ri Re;
. Folk.
Certain advertisements In
Free detailing .Free estimates
Call Bill at 408 298 ,
these columns may refer the
A( makes & models
reader to specific telephone
Insurance Work
for
numbers or addr
Tel 408/287-8337
WORDPROCESSING
additional Information.
Pgr 408,92011(12
should be
Classified
readers
Where quality ,s a e xi
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
reminded that, when making
23 day service wife damages
Science & English papers/theses
these further contacts, they
that do not exceed $500 or
our specialty. Laser printing.
should require complete
repair is at no cost FREE
APA, Turabian and other formats,
Information before sending
Resumes, editing, graphics
money for goods a services.
and other services available on HAD AN ACCIDENT? Need a Paint
In addition. readers should
either WordPerfect or Word. po or body work done on your car?
carefully investigate all firms
Masterson’s Word Processing. Al CAMPBELL COLLISION CENTER,
offering employment listings
Cal Paul at Virginia 408.2516449, we can help you Cali us at 14081
acoupons for discount
379-4144. Ask for SJSU Student
vacations or merchandise,
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
Discount.
OR NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE??
Term papers, thesis, resumes.
group projects.etc. I have a
typewriter to complete your
applications for med/I aw scrim’, etc.
Will transcribe your taped
interviews or research notes.
Fax Machine, Notary Public.
Call ANNA at 972,4992.
11413USH TUTOR & ETNT1N13
Experienced with the needs
of Foreign Students.
Crecientialed Teacher & M.A.
Call Jessica (408)978.8034.

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals. reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall PROFESSIIMAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. (foul)
THEGNOSTIC ORDER OFCHRIST projects. resumes. All formats,
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser
Bible Study, Lecture & Services
Printer. Experienced, dependable,
Book Cafe & Reiki Center
quick return. Almaden/Branham
3483 95 So. Bascom
area.Call Ueda at (408) 2644504.
Sundays 6:00pm
Please leave message. All calls
(40819738034
returned promptly.
WRITING ASSISTANCE most
subjects. Why suffer and get poor *AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED*
grades when help is available? Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former Papers. Nursing. Group Projects,
college teacher) can help you ResLrnes, Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
with research & writing. Fast.
friendly, caring, confidential. Punctuation,’ Editing. 24. yrs EXP.
WP 5.1/1-P Laser. PAM’S
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist. PROFESSIONAL NA)RD FROCESSNG.
247-2681. Elam.8pm
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
free tips, tools and ideas on Professional typng for your terrn
papers, reports, letters. etc
how to improve your writing,
8 years experience.
visit our user-friendly Website
Fast Accurate Reliable
http://www.aci-plus.com
at
Regular e-mail: aclOnetcom.com WP. MS Word, other appicatiors
Hanser’s Business Serviciis
Or write: Daniel. FOB 4489. FE CA
94404 (ask for free color brocnue). 408-2643507 or 408269
kelah@earthlink.r.e.

Daily
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1Hossaia,
6Carry
10 Counterfeit
14 Island off Naples
15 Movie lioness
16 Moon goddess
17 Assisted
18 Sleeping
19 Roman road
20 In a -oreorrueiral
thu I ir,t
23 Throat ,10.irorl
SOLInd

24
26
30
34
’35
’45

Thal behind
Big fib
Maine export
AIrro,ph,,,
Swing rn ,
Bat,

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOOD IMMO MMMIR
MOM= MUM MEM
=MOM MOM MUM
MEMOMMOM MOOMORI
MOMM MOOMMIN
IMMO= @WM
@MUM MUM MEIMM
MMMEOMMM =Mal A
MUM= MO= MOMM
OM= MOMIMMO
MOMMOM MMMM
DOOM= MOMMMOUO
MUM MMMM MEMO
MEMO MMMM =MOM
0111MM UOMM =MUM
DOWN

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

FAX: 924-3282

924-3277

PHONE:

FOR SALE
-(i
PHONE CARDS 14.9 C
0,5 Internationai ca
card/variable rates Ca.’ 401,
924.8134 or 408/997-7830

Imro,m1
orlim;

’,

DAILY CLASSIFIED- LoCAL RATES

NATIONAL / AGENIT RATES CALI,
_’OR
h

’

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

1:1JUUJLIJJLIJLILILILILILILILJULIJLILILLLILILLID
LILILILIJUJULLILILLIJIJULJULILIJLIIJULJULIUL.Li
JUJULILLILILILIULILILILILILILIL11111LILLILLJULLILI
LILILEJLIJLLLILILIJULILIJLILLIULAJLILUL.L.f.ILILI
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
Si
$5
$9
4 lines
$10
$6
$11
5 lines
$11
$7
$9
6 lines
$8
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day. rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for ax3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Adamas

&SNIP

Send check at money order 13.
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose. CA 95192-0149
MClassrfied desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 03 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OUESTIONS? CALL (406)9243277

Please check /
one classification:
Rental Housing
Campus Ckibs’
Greek Messages’
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Events’
Announcements’
Services’
Lost and Found**
hiealthBeauty’
Sports.Tholls’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Insuranaz
Autos For Sale’
Entertamient’
mailers Etc
Travel
Tutoring’
Wanted’
Employment
Word Processing
Scholarships
Opportuaties

Special student rates available for these classifications. WOO for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
In DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost I Found ads are offered free. 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

in person

MINIM 111111111 1111111I

NMI= MINN pm
M ENNE 111 111111111
IMO
MEN
MUM IIME
1111111111111111 1111100111111
11111111=
MIN EMI
IN= NEM= 111111111
NMI MINN
EMMEN
11111.111.111111 1111111111111.111
11.1111
MI= 11111111111111111E
1111111111 MIMI @MIME
111MIIN 11111111I1
1111111E MINNIE illEIMI11
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Rock on

TODAY
.lass

Marketing Club meeting
The 5.1St Marketing Club, a
Silicon Valley American Marketing
Association. is having a meeting to
explore careers in marketing consulting The meeting will take place
;it ti III p ni and professional dress
attire is required. Call 323-2246 for
more information

Ministry
11, ! Nlass limn 12 o5 to
o
.John XXIII
,
t
ate adorrliation. call
Itrlri
rye. meeting
Rt,oUre1. CtIller IS
Th, %\nit ItI
It
t,
.1 general intretmg ;it :1
in
the
Adnimistratiott
It ..:,11192
IlltIrt. Intor
nat.’, rail the Vialtien’s ReStalrlA.
14111
tI .erit

AA meeting
Alcoholics Anonymous is having
an "AA Beginners Big Book" meeting from noon to 1 p.m. in the
Administration Building. Room
22211. For noire intbrmation, call
Tom at 924.755n.

St oily group
:
o k A.I.ance of Scientists
rduth group
.

k

dr., -it 1,

tirk

I.

Unwanted CDs needed
Delta Sigma Pi needs used,
unwanted CDs to help fund the
"Beginning Steps to Independence
Program" dedicated to treating children with motor skills disabilities
such as Cerebral Palsy Donations
can he dropped off in the Business
Classrooms. Room 206 For more
Information, call Chris Wong at
27,9 938S.

111

md Tlitirsda% in the
.
,,n the snout1 door
11,1’11 tilltall Kiyana
’ii in

Afrie.III
Student Urnon is
rrareting it r, pm. in the
.., Itesearch Cent, located
c...onst lahrar North For
.irlormatran cal! 111192?,

Earth Day 1998
Th. Environmental Resource
Center is forming a committee to
help plan and work Earth Day
1996 Students interested in being
on the committee should call Jean
Sumnons or Palmyra Sanchez at
924 5467

Measure your body fat
1).partificilt
it NutrItion
at.,! 1,140 f’41’1,11,if W111 measure your
.,r
trmll 2 to 4 p m ri
1.1,,,room
ititortnatita4
fii4h .it 121 ti10
! it

’Celluloid Dreams’
KS,IS
"Celluloid Dreamssham. :ors trom 5 to 6 p.m. tvery
Motatay.

Cycling team meeting
The I-US’. Cycling Team is having a meeting at 6:90 p.m. in the
Student Cnion Montalvo Room. The
meeting is important for everyone
interested to attend. Registration
arid jersey orders will be conducted
at the meeting For more information, call Dustin at 243-0952.

IOTA class meeting
I ,mibria Sigma Gamma is fuiving it, first I( )TA cLiss
P;
p rI
in the Student
I ;odd:dupe Room. For ntore information. tall Maria Trejo at 296’21,49

’Sparta Guide is free of charge for students. faculty and staff Entry forms are
available in the Spartan Daily Office,
located in Dwight Bentel Hall Room
209 Entries are not accepted via
phone fax or e-mail Some entries
may be edited or deleted due to available space

Choraliers needed
5.151’ Choral Activities
deportment is looking for singers
for the spring semester Any students Interested should call the
CH, II Activities Department at
;.t:t2

Th.-

Snails may provide hope
for AIDS, cancer patients
By Atlam Billingion
Still Writir
Skl);111S may soon be thought
of as twin- than garden pests
"There is hope they can
replace morphine in the treatment of AIDS arid cancer,- said
Dr Paul .1 Schemer, Prokssor
F.:mentos of the University of
Hawaii
Si-ht-tar was on hand as part
of an annual lecture series put
on
by
the
Chemistry
Departim.nt. The program is in
its third year and is sponsored
I,’. a company known as

"This is the third lecture and
Is growing every year. there
were lots of people from the
industry here today." said Gerry.
Setter. Dean of the College of
Science
Th. Prosolont ut Clinmetrics
firad Zaro Zaro was ;in 5,1517.
...rodent and roccivod his nia
irr’s
dia..rroo
in
1981.
Chrirnorici- is a company that
checks drugs ;Ind makes sure
they’re sate before they an, sent
to
the
f,00d
and
Drug
Administration
for
final
approi- il
Zan, Introduced Scheuer as
the "hither of marine nature
chenitstry- in front of a tilled
lecture hull in the science building on campus Scheuer then
presented it slide show of his
most recent findings.

r

The subject of last Friday’s
lecture was Scheuer’s study of
gastropod mollusks, more commonly known as snails. Scheuer
more specifically studied two
mollusks that can be found on
the island of Oahu’s north
shore
Mollusks can be medically
verv important, people are looking into mollusks in helping out
with lung and colon cancers
Scheuer said.
Scheuer has studied the
chemistry of marine life for the
1.,st
ynars at the University
of His’. it
"Dr Scheuer is a pioneer in
marine
natural
products
research." said Roy Okuda, a
professor if the
at SJSU
and It fiirmer student of
lb was the first to study the
chemical make-up in marine
tIeand as a result others have
noticed his work and begun to
follow his path, Okuda said.
"After I moved to Hawaii I
found nothing was known about
marine
life,
chemically,"
Scheuer said.
There is major significance
and importance to Scheuer’s
work, much of the ocean and
marine lift. is yet unexplored.
Okuda said.
According to Okuda, most
significant drug sources have
been directly or indirectly found
in living organisms.

r

v:4.1

Chris Riley! Special to the Spartan Dully

Phil Anselmo, lead singer for Pantera, screams for the crowd’s involvement during the opening song of a roof-blowing concert in the
Event Center Saturday night.

Cellular phone fails; victim sues
LOS ANGELES (AP Marcia Spielholz
was driving in her BMW through West Los
Angeles when a dark sedan began pursuing
her.
After 10 minutes of frantic efforts to
reach a 911 emergency operator on her cellular phone, Spielholz’s face met with thebullet of a carjacker.
After cutting her vehicle off, one man put
his .38-caliber handgun up to the window
and blew off part of Spielholz’s right lower
face just above the carotid artery that carries blood to her brain. The 37-year-old
lawyer was holding her cellular phone to
her ear the loud and fast beeping rang in
her ear, indicating no connection was made
on her portable phone.
The cellular phone, marketed and coveted as a top safety device of the ’90s, hit her
face, shattering her jaw.
Three years later, Spielholz is recuperating from her 11th reconstructive surgery
and has long ago given up her job as a
lawyer fiir MGM Studios to devote time to

her recovery. Her medical bills have surpassed 8250,000.
The carjackers fled the scene and were
never caught.
Spielholz has sued her cellular phone
service provider, L.A. Cellular, claiming the
company promoted the security function of
its service in its advertise’me’nts which
called the cellular phone "the crime fighters
of the ’90s."
Consumer advocates and cellular industry critics say Speilholz’s ordeal might have
been avoided if federal regulatory policies
were in place or if rival cellular providers
allowed the emergency calls to go through
on their signal which might have been
stronger at the time or in that area than
L.A. Cellular’s.
The police told me later they were
blocks away," Spielholz said. "They could
have been there in minutes. The 911 dispatcher could have told me what they tell
all cat acking victims to abandon the car.
But I never got that far."

Former L.A. Cellular President Michael
Heil said during his deposition for
Spielholz’s lawsuit that the company struggled to keep up with the demands of customers in "core" areas West Los Angeles,
Beverly Hills and Culver City the same
areas Spielholz was traveling in December
1994.
Al lough calls made to the 911 system
froni regular land -line phones are usually
frr, -nd access is considered a public right,
911 .alls made from cellular phones are
without state or local regulation leaving
the wireless providers to determine which
calls go through on their system. The can
favor their own customers and block out
out-of-towners, competitor’s customers and
non -initialized users.
Calls made from cellular phones in
California to 911 are immediately directed
to the Califiirnia Highway Patrol, which
can then pass it on to the necessary emergency officials.

Interfaith: Discussion of faith, religion
Continued from page 1
"We pause and contemplate
what is holy and pray," he said.
Muslims pray five times a
day, according to Rajabally.
All three religions have revelations such as the Quran for
Muslims, Torah for Jews and
the Christian Bible.
Each bible tells followers to
fast lint’ a certain amount of
time. Muslims fast every day
during Ramadan, the ninth
month of the Islamic lunar year.
Fasting begins at dawn and
ends at dusk.
In Judaism there is a three
week period of mourning running from the 17th day of
Tammuz, the fourth month of
the Jewish religious year, to the
ninth day of Av, the fifth month.
Meat and wine are fiirbidden,
except on the Sabbath. The
period ends with a 24 -hour fast.
For Christians, Lent is a 40day penitential period of prayer
and fasting that precedes
Easter. The fast includes only
one full meal a day. Meat, fish,

"To be equal doesn’t mean we are
carbon copies of each other."
Mohamad Rajabally,
Muslim Student Association
eggs and milk products are forbidden during this time,
"Fasting takes on different
levels of meanings in Islamic
Christianity."
than
faith
Crispin-Alfiera said.
Each speaker talked for 10
minutes, then answered questions from the other speakers.
After that, the floor was opened
to questions from the audience
members.
Thu questions included why
Muslims wear Hijabs, their tra-

ditional clothing that covers the
body from head to toe except for
hands and face.
Rajabally said the reason
Muslims wear such clothing is
to tell people that "this territory
is not for you." He said it is for
husbands and wives to see only.
With sexual harassment in the
workplace, he said, Muslims
have the answer for it with the
Nab.
Another question was about
the equality of men and women

in Islam.
"To be equal doesn’t mean we
are carbon copies of each other,"
Rajabally said. "Yet our roles
are different ard our responsibilities are different."
What is a major misconception in Christianity was asked
to the Christian speaker.
"The fact that we’re broadly
perceived to be monolithic and
we are not a unified whole and
not monolithic because people
are born to different traditions,"
Crispin-Alfiera said.
The discussion on the three
religions went on for two-and-ahalf hours.
"The questions were hot,"
Crispin-Alfiera said. "The night
filled the need to be around people who were eloquent and
informed on religion."
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(and get 6[ milt too’)
ASTR 10 (3 units)
Salm-clay 0900-1150 in SC1 258

In the SPRING 1998 semester, NASA astronomer Dr. Dale Cruikshank reviews
what modern astronomical studies and space exploration have revealed about
the Solar System Information from the Mars Pathfinder and Global Surveyor
missions will be included and the plans for the Cassini Saturn probe and the
manned Mars landing will be featured. Special emphasis is given to the Earth
viewed as one of the eight planets (Thought there were nine? Take the class!)
and to discussion of the origin of Ms on Earth and the prospects for life
elsewhere Satisfies the Core GE requirement in Physical Science.
For !nor, information CALL: 924-5210 or EMAIL to
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